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Introduction

Working Hypotheses

The Andes mountain range is an ideal study site for local adaptation because it has
strong environmental gradients, including a north-south day length gradient and a westeast precipitation gradient. Nothofagus pumilio is a common, widespread tree species
that grows along these gradients, and therefore we can use it to study local adaptation
in situ. Specifically, we aim to identify the genetic and phenotypic bases of local
adaptation and to determine the spatial extent of gene flow and major environmental
clines. This project uses similar sampling designs, methods and rationale as GenTree.

1. Gene flow is limited in spatial extent, which has lead to pronounced local adaptation.
2. Individuals’ growth response to stress varies significantly, and this variation has a
genetic basis.
3. Day-length and precipitation gradients have lead to specific local adaptations
4. Adaptation along environmental clines results in convergent evolution among
relatively closely related species in the Southern Andes and Europe.

Study area & sampling design

• 20 sites (16 paired + 2 xeric + 2 “other”)
• Paired sites:
 > 150 m elevation difference
 < 3 km distance difference
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Data sources & analysis methods

Gene flow study
• Local adaptation = selection vs. gene flow
• Seeds and pollen are wind-dispersed
• We know very little about contemporary gene flow

Genotype
Genotype-Environment
Association
Associate allele frequencies with
environmental variables, e.g.:
• Day length + circadian clock
genes
• Precipitation + drought genes
Methods: Outlier detection,
LFMM

Study design

• Targeted sequencing
using nuclear DNA
• 1000 candidate genes

Genome-wide Association
Study

Gene flow?
• One sampling site near 43°S

Compare phenotypic responses
associated with different genotypes
• Identify SNPs underlying
phenotypes
Methods: Random Forest

Gene flow?
Gene flow:
Study
design
Environment
Climate: CHELSA monthly timeseries
Episodic stress: ENSO + caterpillar outbreaks

400 yearlings

• Genotype 400 seedlings and 200
adults using SSRs:
 nuclear + chloroplast
(maternally inherited)
• Potential analysis with: NMπ,
SEMM, SPAGeDi

200 adult trees

Phenotype

Dendrophenotypes:
• Use year-to-year variation
• Resistance/resilience/recovery
• Wood characteristics

Environment-Phenotype Clines

Genetics to the Rescue

Gene flow?

• Studying patterns and scales of local adaptation can help inform management
strategies for forest genetic resources
• Identify provenance zones for N. pumilio forestry practices

Correlate dendrophenotypic variation with
environmental gradients
Methods: VTE

GenTree Tie-in: Analyze patterns of local adaptation along similar environmental clines in
South America and Europe to detect possible convergent evolution
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